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SUMMARY
A methodof maintaining,retrieving,comparing,and plottingwind-tunneldata
by means of an interactiveremotecomputerterminalis described. The software
associatedwith the methodconsistsof two procedurefiles,threecomputer
programs,and a submittalfile,all of whichare discussed. The procedureis
basedon maintainingthe basicwind-tunneldata filesin the Langleystandard
interfacetape (SIFT)format. The SIFT formatis not partof the present
development;however,thosefeaturesof the formatessentialto the presentuse
are described. The entiremethodis illustratedby sampleexecutionsfroma
remoteterminal.
INTRODUCTION
Despitethe many recentadvancesin aerodynamictheoryand computation,the
I processof aircraftdesignis stillpredominentlyfoundedon experimental._,ta
fromwind-tunneltests. The accessibilityof thisdata, evenwhen documented
in formalreports,leavesmuch to be desired. Oftenthe datais presented,
withouttables,in graphicformwith scalesinadequateto providethe required
degreeof precision. Runsof unforeseensignificancemay be omittedfromthe
' finalreport. Certainmeasureddataquantitiesmay not be presented. All of
theseshortcomingsadd to the difficultyof comparingdata from slightlydif-
: I ferentmodelswhen tryingto evaluatethe effectof smallchanges. Particular
: , difficultiesare encounteredwhen the comparisonsare madewith configurations
-" testedin differentwind tunnelfacilitiessince,evenwhen the originaldata
! filesare ava!lable,differencesin the standardfileformatsof the different
facilitiesrequirespecialprogrammingto extractthe pertinentdata.
.dil,,, I
_:I The presentpaperdescribesan interactivecomputerprocedurein use at the
, , LangleyResearchCenter. This procedurealleviatesmany of the foregoing
_,,,,I__ problems. The systemis basedon procedurefileswhich automaticallyexecute
:._if the binaryversionsof severalcomputerprograms. This sytemoperateson a
_ , data base storedin a convenientexistingLangleyStandardInterfaceTape
:_cI (SIFT)format. The systemis capableof providingdata froma mixtureof dif- i
_,-i, ferenttestsconductedin varyingfacilities,combiningthe data files,and i
I presentingthem in tabularform,as graphicremoteterminaldisplays,and as
:':I inkedmachine-plottedfiguressuitablefor directcopy in a finalreport.
]
(
, }
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: The components of the interactive procedure consist of two procedure files,
three computer programs, and one file providing remote-batch entry of final
. plotting jobs. All of these components are described herein. Their use is
illustratedby copies of the display during complete sample executions. The
SIFT file format is not part of the present development; however, for the sake
: of completeness, those SIfT format features which are pertinent to the present •
use are described briefly herein.
, The present computer procedure is heavily dependent upon the extensive file •
manipulation capabilities of the Network Operating System (NOS) in use at the
; Langley Computer Complex. It is also dependent upon many specific graphic sub-
routines and upon the graphic postprocessor system used at the Langley Research
• Center. Because of this dependence, substantialmodifications may be required
to allow use of this procedure at other computer facilities. Langley Research
" Center users will find the required files and programs in mass storage as public
files in the catalog of user number 397868N.
DISCUSSION
The following discussion consists of two major parts. In the first part, each
of the files and programs in,,olvedin the TESTPLT procedure is described briefly.
The second part of the discussion demonstrates the use of the TESTPLT procedure
by means of sample executions which are illustratedby complete sets of copies
of the display during execution.
DESCRIPTION OF FILES AND PROGRAMS
Standard Interface Tape (SIFT) Format Data Files
t One primary problem in creating a central wind-tunnel data base is that the
original data files vary in format and content according to the practices of the
wind-tunnel facility and the nature of the particular test. The present TESTPLT
procedure is designed to operate from SIFT format data files since this format
allows uniform methods of access to disparate sets of data. This format has I'
been in use for several years at the Langley Research Center and many utility
programs have been developed to process data stored in this form. A number of
Langley facilities use this format as standard procedure; in other cases, it is I
relatively simple to convert the original file to SIFT format. Although the I
_ SIFT format is not part of the present development, it is the key to the entire Iprocedure. Therefore, the features of the SIFT format which apply to the
present procedure will be described at this point.
Briefly, a SIFT-format file consists of binary records all of which have the
form KEY,N,(DATA(1),I=I,N). KEY is a coded word defining the kind of
information contained in the N words of DATA. The first asset of this format
is that it is unnecessary to know the number of words in each record in order to
read it. The exact number of words is already embedded in the record, i
2
i'
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iThe first record on the file uses KEY=4HNAME. This record contains N words
of lO hollarith characters each, specifying by name the quantity stored in DATA
: :' at location I in each of the following records This feature allows the NAME1
,' _ecord to be searched to find the location of any desired quantity within
r•__.. DATA(1). It is unnecessary to know beforehand the order in which the quantities
_ _ are stored on the tape. Furthermore, SIFT files of varying length and containing
J__i unrelated sets of test data can all be read by a single program without special
.., modification.
: Certain names must be present in the NAME record to insure compatibilitywith
r , existing Langley SIFT-base_ utility programs. These names are TEST, RUN, POINT,
i and FACILITY. The first three of these values are generally present on the data i
_-_rJ, file in any event. The name FACILITY represents an arbitrarily assigned numeric
_' _ designation at the Langley Research Center. It is not required in the data items i
i"_• of the present procedure, i
' As implemented in the current procedure, the second record on the file uses
• KEY=4HUNIT. This record states the units of measurement in which all of the
_ ' succeeding data has been stored. Numerous quantities in the data "ist are
. dimensionless. In the present usage, these items of the UNIT re_ord may be used
L"
:_ i to store messages which are useful in orienting an interactive-terminaluser with
_,.i respect to the data file currently in use. Thus, the files used herein contain
_: a statement of the test number as the unit for TEST, and an indication of the
_ _ facility in which the data was obtained as the unit for FACILITY.
•, ._ Subsequent records on the file have KEY:4HDATA and contain the actual floating-
., point numerical values of the data. The number of records of data is determined
only by the number required to store all of the test data.
' The final record on the file should have KEY=3HEND. This record should not
contain any usable data since the data will not be used or transmitted.
_ Procedure File TESTPLT
_' _ The basic system described herein is controlled by procedure file TESTPLT
;:._. (fig. l). The interactive-terminaluser merely retrieves this file from mass
C:, storage and sets it into execution with the command CALL,TESTPLT.
4 The initial actions of TESTPLT are to call sequentially the SIFT files to the
_::i: point TAPE1 and then to execute a binary version of program SELECT. Program
_, SELECT offers the user numerous choices of number of quantities, desired
;' quantities, and run numbers, thereby allowing him to select the actual data
,_i required for analysis or plotting. In each case, the data chosen by SELECT
_,"! is output on TAPE2. The data found on TAPE2 is added to data from the preceed-
_:i, _ ing executions of SELECT and placed in permanent mass-storage under the name
_.i._,t H1344. This entire file will remain available subsequent to completion of
,_ TESTPLT and may be called back for examination or for additional plotted
_,-,_i figures.
'i_il._. As shown in figure l, TESTPLT references three specific files of test data
i'_ii_ (FST369, FST402, and VSTLI58), If other SIFT files are desired, it is only
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necessary to alter the oriqinal command to CALL (:ESTPLT(FST369=TESTA,
FST402-'TESTB,VSTL158=TESTC))where TESTA, TESTB, _IESTCare the names of the
desired files. If less than three files are required, only the first one or
two new files need be mentloned in the calling sequence. This procedure leaves
:_ the remaining files as dummies to permit continuity; the additional executions ,
, of SELECT can be averted by a single user input. In the unlikely event that
more than three SIFT files are required, the additional files can be edited
into TESTPLT by following the pattern of control cards shown in figure I.
Upon completion of the data selection process, TESTPLT recalls the plotting
file H1344 to TAPEI as input to a binary version of program DATAPLT. This
program, in response to user entries, prepares a figure showing the longitudi-
nal aerodynamic characteristicsof the model in the form of a SAVPLT file of
pseudo plot-vectors Js norma!ly used by the Langley postprocessor plotting
system. Program DATAPLT does not present a display at the terminal; it merely
produces a vector file which is then saved in mass storage under the name H1222.
This file remains after execution and may be recalled at any time, either for
remote batch processing into final figures, or for use at the display as in the
next step of the TESTPLT sequence.
,. Upon completion of DATAPLT, the binary version of program LOOK is retrieved
and executed. The function of tilisprogram is to convert a Langley SAVPLT file
to vectors suitable for interactive graphic-terminaluse, and to transmit them
to the terminal. Its execution causes the figure to appear on the display.
Upon completion of the display, the plotted fiture will remain for about one
minute to allow time for examination or copying.
; Program LOOK is the only portion of TESTPLT which requires a graphic terminal.
Users with nongraphic terminals can bypass LOOK by supplying it with a magni-
fication factor of O.
I The final steps of TESTPLT are to retrieve and submit the file PLOTJOB for
remote-batch processing of plotted figures by using the Langley postprocessor
system. Execution terminateswith a display of the dayfile of the entire inter-
active session.
i
Procedure File SHORT
: Repeated usage of TESTPLT has demonstrated that the major expenditure of user
, time and computer resources occurs during the selection process resulting in
the file H1344. Provided that sufficient data is chosen during the initial
L execution of TESTPLT, it is unnecessary to repeat the selection process each
: time. The procedure file SHORT (fig. 2) contains only the actual figure
' preparation control cards at the end of TESTPLT. Its use for the second and
_ r_ later figures to be prepared will save substantial effort.
i
_ 4
z
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Program SELECT
_ The function of program SELECT is to choose selected data from a SIFT file and
L _ to rewrite that data as a file suitable for use by a subsequent plotting program.
._L A source listing of the program is provided in Appendix A. The input SIFT file
must be placed at TAPEI prior to execution; the output data file will be found
. at TAPE2 after execution.
: The initial action of SELECT is to write a dummy record with a run number of
_: 99999 on the output file in order to insure continuity of control in TESTPLT.
_ It then provides a display of all the names and units on the SIFT file.
_L
T,
_ The process of data choice is conducted on two levels controlled by the user in
:,. response to prompting questions on the display. The first level of choice is the
W _ specificationof the number and names of the quantities to be written on the
" i output file. The quantity RUN is automaticallyadded to the front of each line
_ I of data and should not be included as one of these quantities. As many as nine
: quantities may be selected. The names must be specified precisely as given in
_].: the list of names on the display. Each name is in_ediately checked against the
list in the NAME record. If the input quantity name not found, a diagnostic
Ct
message is issued, and the user is offered an additional chance to specify the
: name correctly.
In principle, the second level of choice from a SIFT file could be by means of
,_ configuration and operating condition variables. Unfortunately, because of
limitationson the number of quantities in many wind-tunnel data-acquisition
systems, the basic wind-tunnel data files seldom include a sufficient number of
such quantities to conlpletelyand unambiguously define a single set of data.
Thus, in practice, the selection must be based on run number, and a complete
schedule of runs must be available so that the user can determine which runs he
wants.
The user is offered the option of selecting all of the runs on the SIFT file.
If this option is rejected, the selection process will proceed on the basis of
_ specific selected run numbers. In the latter case, run numbers absent from the
I
' SIFT file will be rejected. In the single-run mode, the data for that run are
: i transcribed to the display for examination, after which the user may chooseL
{ whether or not the data will be written on the output file. When all the runs
- are specified, such a listing would be too long and it is omitted.
• Program SELECT is intended to operate in an environment of several SIFT-files
o. _ and certain specific features are required because of this fact. The suhsequent
i:;i plotting program will determine the limits of the data to be plotted as a single
:,. :i ' line solely by run number. These run numbers must be unique in the plotting data.
Ii When two or more SIFT files from different tests are accessed, many run numbers
will be duplicated between the two sets of data. This confusion can be elimi-
;' !I - nated by options within SELECT which allow the user to alter the run numbers
" when the data is transcribed to output. Since run numbers seldom exceed three
_c, digits, the altrration is accomplished by adding some number of even thousands
' to the run number, thus effectively adding a new leading digit to the old run
' number.
<' 5
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:. As not_d under the description of procedure file TESTPLT, execution of SELECT is
,_ _ bypassed easily if data is not required from a specific SIFT file. Execution
] terminates normally if the number of quantities is input as O, if a quantity
='_ named NONE is specified, or if a run number of 0 is entered.
k, i
: :, Program DATAPLT
: The function of program DATAPLT is to prepare a file (SAVPLT) of pseudo plot
vectors for use in the Langley postprocessor system or for display at the
_.
_ terminal by program LOOK. The particular figure produced by DATAPLT displays
: the longitudinalaerodynamic characteristicsof the model. A source listing of t
_"" program DATAPLT is presented in Appendix B. The input plot data from SELECT li
:'" must be positioned at TAPEI prior to execution, and the output, a file of !_
_: psuedo plot-vectors,will be found on a system-providedfi_e name SAVPLT. The i
_. program is dimensioned such that it can produce as many as nine runs per figure, '_
and each data line may contain as many as 30 dat_ points. _'_
_ . Other plotting programs, in absolute binary form, may be substituted in TESTPLT
, if other types of data (say, lateral derivatives) are to be plotted. It is -
_ i merely necessary to add a parenthetical substitution statement to CALL,
:. TESTPLT or CALL,SHORT.
Program DATAPLT plots the data in either of the graphic formats shown in figure "
3. The upper right-hand (L/D) plot in figure 3(b) is a user-chosen option. The
i scales shown in figure 3 are default values chosen to encompass almost all the
data contained in the three SIFT files shown in figure I. These values may be i.
altered interactively as a user option.
The data my be plotted as symbols, as lines, or as both, at the discretion of _
:< the user. Lines are always faired using a cubic-spline technique. If the user _
desires, the data may be smoothed by local five-point least-squares methods prior
to plotting linE's. Such smoothing does not alter symbols which are plotted at
,, their original location. The overall effect of the five possible data repre-
i_ sentations is shown in figure 4.
Line and symbol characters are matched and controlled by an array called ISYM.
• The resulting characters corresponding to the different values of ISYM(1) are |
_ shown in figure 5. The values assigned to ISVII(1)are normally in ascending _
_" sequence as run numbers are entered at the terminal. This procedure allows
' some degree of control over line and symbol character. If characters unobtain-
'LI able in this manner are required, the standard sequential order of ISYM can be
_ altered as a user option.
'_ ; After answering prompting questions to determine which plotting field (fig. 3)
--.i is desired and which data representation (fig. 4) is required, the program asks
• i
if the plotting parameters are to be altered. A NO answer passes to plotting ,
., i runs immediately; however, a YES answer sets an extensive interactive question ,.
_':i session into action.
', i Upon answering YES, the program immediately presents a list of the current :
_,_! values of ISYM and 25 other parameters. ISYM has already been described. The
, i :!
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other 25 parameters occur in five groups of five each. Their names are combi-
nations of a prefix and a suffix. The prefix denotes the set of scales
affected, and the suffix determines the type of effect on that set of scales.
_'_:_ _ The prefixes are as follows: CL defines the parameters controlling the ordinate
_ of the lower three plots of figure 3(a); CD defines the parameters controlling
_ the abscissa of the lower right-hand plot; CM defines the parameters controlling
_ the ordinate of the upper plot and the abscissa of the central lower plot; AL
defines the parameters controlling the abscissas of the lower left-hand plot and
of the optional L/D plot (fig. 3(b)); and DL defines the parameters controlling
_, the ordinate of the optional L/D plot.
""_ The suffixes follow in a somewhat similar manner: SCL defines the axis scale in
units per inch; MIN defines the minimum value on the scale; MAX defines the
_i' maximum value on the scale; DV defines the units between each numbered divisionc
,. on the scale; and GRD defines the units between grid lines on the scale.
• The question session begins when the user is asked if he wishes to alter ISYM.
_ _ A NO answer sends the question list immediately to the first group of five
;t I plotting parameters. A YES answer permits the new values of ISYM to be entered
!_ ! sequentially until either the list is exhausted or the user enters a value of 0
_ +_ for ISYM•
_,. The 25 plotting parameters are handled by groups. In each group the user is
_ asked "DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY XX PARAMETERS?",where XX represents the prefix i
_ of the group of parameters. If this class of question is answered with END, i
the entire question session will terminate. If answered with NO, the question
list skips to the set of parameters with the next prefix If answered YES, i•
the next set of questions will be of the form, "DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE XXYYY?"
,, where XX is the prefix and YYY the suffix of the plotting parameter• The
T questioning for this set of parameters will terminate if the question is answered
END, with control passing to the next group of five parameters. If answered NO,
a slmilar question appears for the next parameter within the group. If answered
' YES, the new value of the parameter is requested.
_i : After the user either exhausts the list of parameters or terminates the question
' session with a suitable END response, DATAPLT supplies a list of the revised
" I parameters on the display. The user is offered the opportunity to make further
revisions by restarting the question sequence. If this option is selected, the
'i:, new changes start from the last revised list of values.
;i At this point, the data is plotted. The program requests the run numbers one at
_ a time. The plotting session is terminated by entering a run number of O.
_: The user should be cautioned about choosing the optional L/D plot if his data
:: base contains powered-lift data. Such data often contains negative drag
coefficients and lift-drag ratio becomes infinite as the drag coefficient passes
, through zero. Under such circumstances the data is poorly conditone_ for
: plotting as illustrated in figure 6. !
[
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_ I _ -_ ,,I, I L I ................. ..._.._,_ ....
_i_ Figures produced by DATAPLT are much more elaborate than the figures generally
used at an interactive terminal The zero lines of the grids are triply traced
; I with slight offsets to give them greater emphasis. Similar triple tracing is
i used on the data lines. If a very fine grid is chosen, a multiply traced coarse
Ii_i grid will be treced on top of the fine grid. The lettering used for scale labelsis quite orna e, requiring three to four times as many vector as ther simpler
' " lettering routines in use at the Langley Research Center.
_i Program DATAPLT obviously could be streamlined further for interactive graphic
terminal use. This alternative was rejected because the present form of DATAPLT
yields one major advantage; that is, the pseudo plot-vector file allows direct
production of final report quality figures by use of the Langley postprocessor
system• These figures require only editing of the legend and the addition of a
figure title before publication•
Production of figures on a terminal display or on a raster-type plotting device
(such as VARIAN) seldom results in any significant registry problem Such problems
can arise on sequential digital plotting devices (typified by CALCOMP) if the
local pen origin shifts because of either signal imperfectionsor mechanical
faults. As a safeguard against such faults, DATAPLT plots check symbols to the
left of the plotting frame. A square is plotted before anything else and a
coincident diamond is plotted as the last set of plot vectors. Not normally
visible, these symbols can be brought into view with a suitable horizontal
offset in the postprocessor. Their coincidence or noncoincidence provides a
rapid check on the accuracy of the final figure.
Program LOOK
The function of program LOOKis to translate a Langley SAVPLTfile and then to
transmit it to a remote interactive graphic terminal. This program is only a
minor modification of an existing Langley Research Center program• A source
listing of LOOK is provided in Appendix C. ......
Program LOOK initially requests two items of information. The first item is the
transmission (or BAUD) rate at which the graphic terminal is operated. This
information is used to set the proper delay time so that no information is lost
while the screen is blanked before plotting.
v
The second required item of information is the desired magnification. The
numerical value supplied depends upon the basic s_a,ing factor and the make and
model of terminal used. It further depends on the plotting parameters used
when making the SAVPLT file. Some experience is required in making a correct
choice. An incorrect choice will influence the plotted data on the display but
will have no effect on the SAVPLT vector file.
The magnification can also be used selectively to enlarge portions of the figure,
starting from the lower left-hand corner, to allow more precise examination on
the terminal display. Figure 7 shows a series of displays obtained with suc-
cessively greater magnification. Again, there is no effect on the SAVPLT file.
A magnification of zero will terminate LOOK immediately, thereby allowing the
8
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-;£,, i
use of the TESTPLT procedure from a nongraphic tenldnal. Under such conditions,
C;i,,._ all figures are obtained from renw)te-batchplotting.
; ' Once the user supplies the required transmission rate and magnification, program
i:_-i • LOOK proceeds. The display is blanked automatically and the figure is drawn on
;_,_,_ the display. The figure will remain for about one minute, during which it may
:,. be examined and cooled if the terminal includes a hard-copy unit• After this
__"' time, or before, if the carriage-returnkey is depressed, the screen blanks and
...... LOOK terminates•
t"
..:'i Submittal FiIe PLOTJOB
L, The purpose of the submittal file PLOTJOB is to provide remote-batch post-
_ processing of the pseudo plot-vector file SAVPLT into inked plots suitable for
_.: final publication with a minimum of manual preparation. This file is shown in
ii. generic form in figure 8. It must be specialized for the individual user since
, it requires accounting and delivery information. It should be created and saved
_' '_ in the individual user's permanent file prior to executing either TESTPLT or
!i, , SHORT.
{: i
__.. Observe that the line beginning PLOT.CALPOSTcontains both horizontal (XO) and
,: vertical (YO) offsets. As noted earlier, the purpose of the horizontal offset
is to bring the registry checkpoints into view (see DATAPLT). The purpose of
i,_ the vertical offset is to allow space to add a figure title.
1
• SAMPLE EXECUTION OF PROCEDURE FILES
\
_, Procedure File TESTPLT
" i The use of the procedure will be illustrated in this section of the present
:_ paper. In this sample (fig. 9), it is presumed that the basic test, from which
,: many figures are to be made, is Langley Full-Scale Tunnel test 369 (file FST369).
, In addition, comparisons :_rerequired with run :>:_5of test 402 in the same facility
i; (file FST402) and run Ill or Langley V/STOL Tunnel test 15_ (file VSTLI58)• It
is presumed that the file PLOTJOB h(_si]Ireadybeen placed in the uKer's files•
The first r.tepis to recall TESTPLT from mass st_raqe and then to set it into
: execution with the command CAIL,TESTPLT (fiq. 9(a)) The display soon fills
_ with a list of the names and units present on the first data file. Examination
:_ of the units for TEST and FACILITY shows that this file is that for Full Scale
Tunnel test 369.
_. The use of DATAPLT as the plottimj proqram forces the user responses shown in
L'_..,,;.., figures 9(a) and 9(b). Four w_l_aesare required, and these values are ALPHA,
,: , CL CD, and CM in that order Since this is the primary data file, all of the
runs are selected and 3000 is added to each run number to avoid confusion with
_.i,,_ runs from other data files• Any later reference to a run from this data set
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a}_f ,,
:'./i must be made in terms of the new, modified run number. The data are
_r,i automaticalIv transcribed to TAPE2 and completion of this task is siqnalled
_ .! bv the final messaae of fiaure 9(b!.
_ i The data of TAPE2 is stored in file Hl344 and then the precedure file calls the
i_,.:. next file as input to SELECT, resultinq in the display shown in fiqure 9(c).
'/J:!i The units of TEST and FACILITY show that this is the data file for Full Scale
,;,_,,; Tunnel test 402.
F_ _ '
_:-,,! Observe that the list of names in this file differs from the list of the ,
_ previous file (fig. 9(a)). This difference occurs s_nce the first file _,s Fc_
_.,,_i a powered test and the current file (fig. 9(c) contains data for an unpowe.
,_L-I test. Nevertheless,the current file does contain the required quantities and
• ] the responses to the next several prompt.ing questions are identical to the
,,_ earlier case.
,7,i
.:_ , Since only one run is required from the current data file the option to select
i<_! all of the runs is rejected (fig. 9{d)), leading to a request for a run number, t
,, _ As soon as the run number (555,)is supplied, the display shows the data from _
_,_-: that run Tt • user is then offered the opportunity to alter the run number, "
_- , the option of saving the data, a_idthen the opportunity of selecting another
_'_'_ run. A NOanswer to the last question terminates operation on this data file, '
. ._ after which the selected data is added to Che data already saved in file H1344. _.
_,"_ The third data file is now used as input to SELECT, and figure 9(e) shows this
'!"i file to be that for V/STOL tunnel test Ib_. Aqain the same quantities are
,_ : needed; however the program rejects CL since it can not be found in the list
'
_,, ,I of names (fig. 9(f)). Examination of ti_e list (fig. 9(e)) shows that wind-
_._ axis coefficients are absent; however, in this case, the stability-axis
_i coefficients are present and will suffire. These latter coefficients then
, ,. entered and accepted (fig. 9(f)).
,,, _;
_ Again only a single run is required; thus, the run-number mode is selected.
,,, Figure 9(f) demonstrates that the proqram rejects a run number which is absent
" from the file; however, it does accept (fig. 9(g) ti_e desired run (III.).
; Figure 9(g) also shows the messages and responses for altering the run number
_r in this mode of operation,
y, After SELECT terminates, the d,_,tais added to that on file H1344. This file is
:'_ now complete. It will be saved after completion of the entire TESTPLT sequence.
_- Numberical comparisons of the datc_in file H134_ can be nladeby judicious use of
:% .! file editing procedures (such as EDIT) available in the computer complex. In
-, this sample case, file Hi344 contain_ 2_,_2lines of data. The first and last
:.ii- portions of this file are shown in figure--l_).
-,iI
!'_'_-!i Now that the plotting data _ile is complete, the plotting sequences of TESTPLT
!_:_ !I begin. Program DATAPLT is executed using H1344 as input, Figure 9(h) shows the _.
_' display with the prompting questions and answers in executing DATAPLT. The
_ example is simple, using the default parameters. Observe that the run numbers,
•_ ,] ,: one from each data file, are specified in their altered form. Upon completion,c,'_ f DATAPLT, the SAVPLT file of pseudo plot ing vec o s is saved in file H1222
_q.'
',' |
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i, fromwhich it may be replottedlaterin alteredformby means of the capabilities
of the postprocessorsystem.
, The sequencenow turnsto presentingthe plotteddataon the displayusing
-,:_,.,_ programLOOK. As shownin figure9(h),LOOK reouiresonly the transmissionrate
: and an appropriatemaanification,bothof whichwere discussedin the program
description.If a nongraphicterminalis used,a magnificationof 0 bypasses
the displaywith all figuresbeingobtainedvia the postprocessorsystem.
Once the requiredmagnificationfactoris qiven the displayblanksautomatically
_ , and the figureis drawnon the display(fig.9(_)j, This displayvdll remainfor
,_i aboutone minuteafter its completion,duringwhich time it may be copiedand
_ _ examined.
z_,
_ ; If inkedfinal figuresare no.___trequired,TESTPLTshouldbe terminatedat this
_, pointto avoid submittinga remote-batchjob for finalfigures.
After eithera suitabletime interval,or if the userpressesthe "carriage- :
_:, return"key,the displaywill blank,the submittalfile PLOTJOBwill be trans- i
mitredfor execution,and the entirejob dayfilewill be presentedon the dis-
_'_
;i playa_ in figures9(j)and 9(k). Finalfiguresfromthe remote-batchjob are i
_ _ obtainedlaterfrom the centralcomputercomplexand are typifiedby figureII,
_,} . The previouslydescribedcheckpoints,acoincidentsquareand diamond,areshown _i
at the leftof figureII. 1
4
: ProcedureFileSHORT
The fileof plottingdata H1344 is savedafterthe initialexecutionof TESTPLT.
Providedthat sufficientdatawas chosenduringthe initialexecution,it is not
_ I necessaryto repeatthe lengthyselectionprocessesof TESTPLT. Instead,pro- ,,
_ : cedurefileSHORTmay be used to obtainplotteddata for other runsor to edit
: _ the scalingof the figures
:'_:i In this sampleexecution,the goal is to plot onlyrun 555 of test 402 and run
• _ Ill (renumbered2111on H1344)of test158 with scalesmore suitedto finalpubli-
' : cationthan the defaultscales(figs.6, 9(c),and l.l).The optionallift-drag
i ratioplot is desired. Figure12 showsthe terminaldisplaysduringexecution.
w
The procedureis initiatedby retrievinqSHORTfrommass storaoeand setting
;"'i it intoexecutionwith the commandCALL,SHORT(fig.12(a)) The displaypre-
,_'_ sentationscommencein figure12(a)with the questionsseenearlierin figure
!_.I g(h). Figure12(a)demonstratesthatone of the availabledata representations
_:_'! must be chosen. In thiscase, the optionalL/D plot is chosen,and the plotting
__:i parametersare to be altered.
_'_,-! The finalYES of figure12(a)immediatelyleads to a presentationof the current
....' " valuesof the plottingparametersas shownin figure12(b),and the interrogation
__'i sessionbeqinswith ISYM. In thiscase, lineand symbolcharacters(8 and 4)
_ to matchotherfiguresare input,and the listof ISYM is terminatedwitha 0
_t_ in flgure12(c). The questioningcontinuesin the mannerout]inedin the
1978012201-102
Jdescriptionof programDATAPLT(figs.12(c)to 12(e))untilall of the recjired
, changeshavebeenmade. After the changesare complete,the displayfill,with
a listof the revisedparameters(fig.12(f)). These shouldbe examined:are-
fullyfor correctness.If any changehas been omittedor inputincorrectly,it
i_ can stillbe correctedby askingfor furtherrevisionsand repeatingthe question
session.
The remainingquestionsand displays(fig.12(g) to 12(c))are analogousto
those previouslydiscussedduringthe sampleexecutionof TESTPLT(fig.9(h)
to 9(k)). The returnedfinalfigureis shownin figure13. The checkpoints,
broughtinto viewby the horizontaloffset(XO)in PLOTJOB,are evidentat the
leftedgeof the figure.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
; A methodof m_..,_aining,retrieving,comparing,and plottingwind-tunneldata
I by means of an interactiveremotecomputerterminalhas been described. Yh?
) softwareassociatedwith thismethodconsistsof two procedurefiles,three .
_ computerprograms,and a submittalfile,all of which have beendiscussed. The
procedureis basedon maintainingthe basicwind-tunneldata filesin the Langley
standardinterfacetape (SIFT)format. AlthoughthisforF_tis not partof the
presentdevelopment,thosefeaturesof the SIFT formatnecessaryto the p'esent
procedurehavebeendiscussed. The entiremetnodis illustratedwith sampl_
executionsFroman interactiveterminal.
!
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,j
TESTPLT.
"'" GET,TAPE1-FST369/UN-397868N.
. GET,SELECT/UN-397868N.
SELECT.
;, REPLACE,TAPE2-HI344•
RETURN,TAPE1,TRPE_,H1344.
_ GET,TAPE1-FST4e_/UN-397868N.
SELECT•
GET_H1344•
-_ REUIHD,TRPE2.
COPVBF,H1344,TAPE3.
i COPYBF,TAPE2,TRPE3.
REMIND,TAPE3.
PRCK,TRPE3.
; REPLRCE,TRPE3"H1344i •
RETURN,TAPE1,TRPE2,TAPE3,HI344.
: GET,TRPEI'USTL1581UN-39?868N.
SELECT.
_ GET,H1344.
': REWIND,TRPE2.
_ : • COPVBF,H1344,TRPE3.
" COPYBF,TRPE2,TRPE3.
P_CK,TAPE3.
,,. REPLRCEoTRPE3-H1344.
i RETURH,SELECT,TRPEI,TRPE_,TRPE3,H1344.
GET,TRPE1-H1344.
: GET,DRTRPLT/Uh'397868N
_ DRTRPLT.
REPLACEoSAUPLT-H1E_.
RETURN, DRTRPLT.
t GET,LOOK.
t LOOK.
GET_PLOTJOB.
:: SU_RIT,PLOTJOB,_.
-' , DRVFILE.
EXZT.
: DRVFILE.
Figure 1,- Procedure file TESTPLT,
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_. SHORT.
_" CLEAR.
- GET,TRPEl'H1344.
_" GET,DRTRPLT/UN.397868NoDRTAPLT.
REPLRCE,SRUPLT=H122_.
RETURN,DRTRPLT.
GET,LOOK.
LOOK.
GET,PLOTJOB.
SUBMIT,PLOTJOB,B.
FDAVFILE.
EXIT.
DAYFILE.
-. Figure 2.- Procedure file SHORT _-
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(b)Linesonly,withoutsmoothing.
Figure4.-Continued.
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Figure4.- Continued.
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(d) Lines and symbols, without smoothing.
Figure 4.- Continued.
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0 , [SYM(I) ---1
- _-- [o M_I] - 2
Ck [:iYM([ ) --3
ioyMrl) - Li
-- _ - ISYM(il = S
-_ ISYM([) -- 6
_q------- [SYM(I) --7
Q [SY'MCi) - 8
..... _,_5'f'Mi[) = ?
Figure5.- Line and symbolcharactersavailableusingprogramDATAPLT.
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YOU ARE NOU EXECUTING PROGRAM "DATAPLT'o
UHICH PREPARES A LONGITUDINAL SAUPLT FILE.
' DO YOU URNT BOTH SVNBOLS AND LINES
? YES
DO YOU URNT THE LINES SNOOTHED THROUGH THE DATA
: ? YES
DO YOU URNT THE OPTIONAL L/D PLOT
? NO
DO YOU UANT TO ALTER ANV PLOTTING PARAnETERS
? NO
STATE FIRST RUN NO., USING R DECInAL POINT.
? 2111.
RUN 2111 HAS BEEN PLOTTED.
ENTER NEXT RUN. (USE e. TO END PLOTTING.)
? 555.
RUN 555 HAS BEEN PLOTTED.
ENTER NEXT RUN. (USE e. TO END PLOTTING.)
? 3333.
RUN 3333 HAS BEEN P£OTTED.
ENTER NEXT RUN. (US_ e. TO END PLOTTING.)
9e.
SAUPLT TRPE IS COMPLETE.
YOU ARE NOU EXECUTING PROGRAfl "LOOK',
UHICH PLOTS A SAUPLT FILE ON THE TUBE.
I TO BYPASS PROGRAM, USE flAGNIFICATION-e.
TO CONTINUE AFTER PLOT, PUSH CR.
UHAT IS YOUR CURRENT BAUD RATE
? laee.
NOU, UHRT flAGNIFICATION DO YOU URNT
9 e.T
(h) Messagesduringoperationof programsDATAPLTand LOOK.
Figure9.- Continued.
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11. Sa. sT. SCHARGE,IIIII_ LRC.
_I.53.13.$CALL,TESTPLT.
11.53.15.GET,TAPE1oFST369/UN.397868R.
11.54.e4.GET,SELECT/UN-397868N.
11.54.2e.SELECT.
11.s6.3e. STOP
11.56.3e. 6.776 cP SECONDS EXECUTION TIRE
11.56.3e.REPLACE,TAPE2-H1344.
11.56.36.RETURN,TAPEI,TAPEE,H1344.
11.S6.36.GET,TAPE1.FST4eE/UN.397868H.
11.S?.el.SELECT.
12.ee.11. STOP
1E.@e.11. 3.19e CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME
12.ee.11.GEToH1344.
12.ee.lg.REMIRD,TRPE_.
12.ee.Ee.COPYBFoH1344,TRPE3.
1aoee.24. coPY COMPLETE.
12.ee.2S.COPYBF,TAPE2oTAPE3.
_: la.ee.e6, coPY CORPLETE.
12.ee.26.REMIHD,TAPE3.
12.ee.26.PACK°TAPE3.
12.ee.47. PACK CORPLETE.
12.ee.48.REPLACE°TRPE3-H1344.
l_.e1.eg.RETURN,TAPE1,TAPE2,TAPE3,H1344.
12.e1.1@.GET,TAPE1-USTL158/UN-397868N.
12.e3.eS.SELECT.
12.e?.e2. STOP
12.e?,e2. 3.488 cP SECONDS EXECUTION TIRE
12.e?.83.GET°H1344.
12.e?._3.REUlND°TAPE2.
12.e?.E3.COPYBF°HI344,TAPE3.
l_.e?.3e. END OF INFORflATION ENCOUNTERED.
1E.e?.3e.COPYBFoTAPE2oTAPE3.
12.e?.31. COPY CORPLETE.
l_.e?.32.PACK,TAPE3.
1E.e7.Sl. PRCK CORPLETE.
(j) Firstportionof dayfile.
Figure9.- Continued.
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GET.SHORT/UN-397868N
, READY,
CALL.SHORT
' YOU ARE HOW EXECUTING PROGRAM 'DATAPLT'o
WHICH PREPARES A LONGITUDINAL SAUPLT FILE.
DO YOU WAHT BOTH SYMBOLS AND LINES
? NO
, DO YOU UANT SYMBOLS OHLY
? NO
• DO YOU WAHT LINES ONLY
? NO
, ONE OF THE LAST 3 QUESTIONS MUST BE AMSUEREI) YES. i
, PLEASE TRY AGAIN. ,
DO YOU UAHT BOTH SYMBOLS AND LINES
? YES
DO YOU UANT THE LINES SMOOTHED THROUGH THE DATA
? YES
DO YOU WANT THE OPTIONAL L/D PLOT
? YES ':
DO YOU WANT TO ALTER ANY PLOTTING PARAMETERS ;*
? Yes I
t:
(a) Coi_nence executing SIIORTand initial messages in operating program DATAPLT.
Figure 12,- Disnlay presentations during execution of procedure file SHORT. _
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THE CURREHT UALUES OF THE PLOT PARAflETERS ARE:
llIH
OISVR " 1, _, 3o 4° S, 6, ?, 8° 9, _
eCLRIH - -.4E+00,
eCLRAX • .16E+01,
eCLDU - .4E+0_,
eCDSCL • o2E+00,
eCDRIH . -.aE+00,
eCDRAX • .12E+_1,
eCDDU • .2E+00,
, eCDGRD . .1E+00, _
OCRSCL - .1E+00,
eCRRIM . -.2E+00o
eCMDV • .1E+00, =
' OCRGRD - ,SE-01°
OALRIH - -.1E+02,
eALRAX - .4E+02°
eRLDU - .1E+02,
eALGRD - .SE+01,
eDLSCL - .2E+01,
ODLRIN - -.4E+01,
eDLRRX • .8E+01,
ODLDU - .2E+01,
eDLGRD • .1E+01, ,_
iIEND
DO YOU WAHT TO CHAHGE ISYR(I) _
? YES _
TYPE IH THE HEU UALUE OF ISYR(1)
?8
TYPE IH THE HEU UALUE OF ISYR(2)
?4
(b) Displayof currentvaluesof plottingparametersand alterationof ISYM. i
Figure12,-Continued.
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TYPE IN THE NE_ VALUE OF ISYN(3)
' ?0
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY CL PARARETERS
" ? YES
DO YOU UANT TO CHANGE CLSCL
I ? YES
TYPE IN THE NE_ VALUE OF CLSCL
70.2
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CLNIN
, ? YES
TYPE IN THE NEW VALUE OF CLR_N
?-0.2
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CLMAX
? YES
TYPE IN THE NEW VALUE OF CLRAX
? 1.2
DO YOU UANT TO CHANGE CLDU
? YES
TYPE IH THE NEW VALUE OF CLDU
? e.2
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CLGRD
? YES
TYPE IN THE NEU VALUE OF CLGRD
?0.1
DO YOU UISH T_ CHANGE ANY CD PARAMETERS
? YES
DO YOU UANT TO CHANGE CDSCL
? YES
TYPE IN THE MEU VALUE OF CDSCL
? 0.1
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CDRIM
? YES
(c) Start of alteration of plotting parameters.
$
Figure 12.- Continued.
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TYPE IN THE MEW UALUE OF CDRIN
? e.e
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CDRRX
? YES
TYPE IN _HE NEW URLUE OF CDRRX
?e.6
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE _DDU
? YES
TYPE IN THE NEW URLUE OF CDDU
7e.1
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CDGRD
" ? YES
TYPE IN THE NEW UALUE OF CDGRD
? e.es
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE RHY CR PARRRETFRS
? YES
DO YOU MRHT TO CHANGE CMSCL
? NO
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CRRIN
? YES
TYPE IN THE HEW UALUE OF CRRIN
?-e.1
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CRRRX
9 YES
TYPE IH THE NEW UALUE OF CRRAX
70.1
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CRDU
? END
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY ALPHA PRRARETERS
7 YES
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE _, _CL
? NO
DO YOU WANT TO CHRHGE RLRIN
? NO
(d) Continuation of alteraLi_)q of plotting parameters.
F:!iure 12.- Continued.
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DO YOU WAHT TO CHANGE ALMAX
? YES
TYPE IN THE NEU VALUE OF ALRAX
? 30.
DO YOU MAP:T TO CHANGE ALDV
" END
DO YOU _JISH TO CHANGE AMY L/D PARARETER c
? YES
DO YOU UAHT TC CHANGE DLSC[
? YES
TYPE IN THE NEU UALUE OF DLSCL
? 1.0
;_0 YOU _AHT TO CHANGE DLMIH
? YES
TYPE IN THE HEW VALUE OF _L_IH
? -1.0
DO YOU UAMT TO I.HANGE DLMAX
? YES
T'!PE IN THE HEU VALUE OF DLRAX
- ? 6.0
.0 YOU UAMT TO CHANGE DLDV
• ? YES
TYPE IH THE HEU VALUE OF DLDV
? 1.0
DO YOU WANT TO CHAHGE DLGRD
? YES
TYPE IH THE NEW VALUE OF DLGRD
? 0.5
Jm
(e) Complation of elterations to plotting parameters.
. Figure 12 - Continued.
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THE HEU VALUES OF THE PLOT PARARETERS ARE:
l$IN
elSYR - 8, 4, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
eCLSCL - .2E+@0,
eCLRIH . -.2E+ee,
eCLRAX - .12E+et,
eCLDV . .2E+00,
OCLGRD . .1E+00,
eCDSCL . .1E+00o
eCDRIH - e.e,
eCDRAX . .6E+00,
ecDDu . .1E+00,
eCDGRD - .5E-01, : _
eCRSCL . .1E+00,
eCRRIH . -.1E+00o
OCRRAX - .1E+00,
eCRDU - .1E+00,
OCRGRD - .5E-01, i
OALSCL - .1E+02o
eALRIH - -.1E+02,
eALRAX - .3E+02,
OALDV • .1E+02,
eALGRD - .5E+01,
ODLSCL • .1E+01,
ODLRIM - -.1E+01,
ODLRAX . .6E+01,
ODLDV - .1E+01,
ODLGRD - .SE+eO,
OSEHD
DO YOU MEEb FUP'HER REVISIONS
? HO
(f)Revisedplottingparameters.
Figure12.-Continued.
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STATE FIRST RUN NO., USING A DECIMAL POINT.
? 2111.
RUN 2111 HAS BEEN PLOTTED.
ENTER NEXT RUM. (USE 0. TO END PLOTTING.)
? SS5o
RUN SSS HAS BEEN PLOTTED.
ENTER NEXT RUN. (USE e. TO END PLOTTING.)
?e.
SAUPLT TAPE IS CORPLETEo
YOU ARE MOU EXECUTING PROGRAM "LOOK',
WHICH PLOTS A SAUPLT FILE ON THE TUBE.
TO BYPASS PROGRAM, USE MAGHIFICATION=e.
TO CONTINUE AFTER PLOT, PUSH CR.
UHAT IS YOUR CURRENT BAUD RATE
¢
? 12ee
NOW, WHAT MAGNIFICATION DO YOU WAMT
?e.G
(g) Selection of run numbers and messages during execution of LOOK.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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15.3a. S1.*CHARG[,IlIlII, LRC.
15.33.OS.GEToSHORT/UN-397868N.
15.33.15.ICRLL,SHORT.
15.33.15.CLERR.
15.33.15.GET,TRPE1-H1344.
15.33.17.GEToDRTRPLT/UN-3g?868N.
15.33.21.DRTRPLT.
15.4E.45. STOP
15.4a.45. 11.987 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TlflE
15.42.45.REPLRCEoSRUPLT.HIEaa.
1S.4a.4?.RETURH,DRTRPLT.
15.4a.4?.GEToLOOK.
15.4a.se.LOOK.
15.43.17.TT4e, RSSIGNED TO TTPE16.
15.47.4e. STOP
15.47.4e. 3.e36 cP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME
15.47.4e.GET°PLOTJOB.
IS.4?.41.SUBRIT,PLOTJOB,B.
15.47.42.ROGOIZZ
(i) Dayfile
Figure 12.- Concluded.
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A method of maintaining, retrieving, comparing, and plotting wind-tunnel data
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